The function of a protein is generally determined by its three-dimensional 3D structure. Thus, it would b euseful to know 3D structure of the thousands of protein sequences that are emerging from the many genome projects. This is the aim of structural genomics. The aim will b eachieved by a focused, large-scale determination of protein structures by X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, combined e ciently with accurate protein structure modeling techniques. In particular, comparative or homology-based protein structure modeling is expected to play a major role in this e ort. Comparative modeling calculates a 3D model of a given protein sequence from the previously determined structures of related proteins. It involves fold assignment, sequence structure alignment, model building, and model evaluation. To enable large-scale modeling, these steps are being assembled into a completely automated pipeline. The methods involved in the pipeline and their performance are reviewed. The errors in the resulting models are described and their uses in biology are discussed.
Introduction
In a few years, the genome projects will have provided us with the amino acid sequences of more than a million proteins | the catalysts, inhibitors, messengers, receptors, transporters, and building blocks of the living organisms. The full potential of the genome projects will only b erealized once we assign and understand the function of these new proteins. The biochemical function of a protein is de ned by its interactions with other molecules and the biological function is a consequence of these interactions. While protein function is best determined experimentally 1 , it can sometimes b epredicted by matching the sequence of a protein with proteins of known function 1 3 . One way to improve such sequence-based predictions of function is to rely on the known native threedimensional 3D structure of proteins 4 . The 3D structure of a protein generally provides more information about its function than sequence because interactions of a protein with other molecules are determined by amino acid residues that are close in space but are frequently distant in sequence.
To determine or predict 3D structure of all the proteins encoded in the genomes is the aim of structural genomics 5 . Unfortunately, experimental methods for protein structure determination are time consuming and not successful for all proteins; consequently, 3D structures have been determined for only a fraction of proteins for which the amino acid sequence is known; while there are approximately 356,000 protein sequences in GENPEPT Decemb e r14, 1998; URL ftp: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov genbank genpept.fsa, there are only 8,000 known protein structures in the Brookhaven Protein Databank PDB Decemb e r16, 1998; URL http: www.pdb.bnl.-gov statistics.html 6 . However, a useful 3D model can frequently b eobtained by comparative or homology protein structure modeling, which can construct all-atom 3D models for those proteins that are related to at least one known protein structure. Even though comparative modeling is applicable only to the members of structurally characterized protein families, it is the most appropriate modeling method for structural genomics. The reason is that it results in the most accurate, detailed, and explicit models of protein structure. This maximizes the usefulness of the models in biological applications such as interpretation of the existing functional data, design of ligands, and construction of mutants and chimeric proteins for testing new functional hypotheses 7 . Studies on model genomes indicate that currently up to 40 of the known protein sequences have at least one segment related to one or more known structures 8,9 . Thus, the numb e rof sequences that can b e modeled relatively accurately by comparative modeling is already an order of magnitude larger than the numb e rof experimentally determined protein structures. This ratio is likely to increase in the future and underscores the need for an e cient combination of experimental and theoretical e orts in structural genomics. An e cient structural genomics project will put every protein sequence within a modeling distance" of at least one known protein structure while minimizing the total cost of the project. This can b eachieved by focusing X-ray crystallography and magnetic resonance spectroscopy on proteins with new folds and on carefully selected representative structures in more divergent or important protein families.
In this review, we emphasize our own work and experience, although we have pro ted greatly from the contributions of many others, cited in the list of references. We introduce the technique of comparative protein structure modeling Section 2, discuss it in the context of large-scale modeling of thousands of proteins Section 3, describe some applications of the many resulting models in biology Section 4, and conclude with future trends Section 5.
Comparative protein structure modeling
Comparative or homology protein modeling uses experimentally determined protein structures templates to predict conformation of another protein with a similar amino acid sequence target. The necessary conditions for calculating a useful model are i that the similarity b e t ween the target sequence and the template structures b edetected and ii that the correct alignment b e t ween them b econstructed. For reviews of comparative modeling see references 7,10 13 . This approach to protein structure modeling is possible because a small change in the protein sequence usually results in a small change in its three-dimensional 3D structure 14, 15 . Comparative modeling remains the only modeling method that can provide models with an rms error lower than 2 A.
A traditional classi cation of protein structure prediction methods includes two other major classes in addition to comparative modeling 16,17 , ab initio protein structure prediction and fold assignment. Each one of these classes includes a large variety of di erent methods. The de ning feature of the ab initio methods is that they attempt to predict the native structure only from the sequence of the target protein, using an objective function which may depend on the interaction energies and sometimes on the knowledge of other related sequences. Unfortunately, such methods have so far produced models with the correct fold and an rms error of approximately 4 A for only a few simple and small protein structures 18 . The de ning feature of the fold assignment methods is that they assign a fold to the target sequence by aligning the target sequence with the most compatible known protein structure in the set of alternatives 19 . As such, the fold assignment methods are best seen as the rst, and in many cases the most important, step in comparative protein structure modeling see below.
All current comparative modeling methods consist of four sequential steps 11 . The rst step is to identify the proteins with known 3D structures that are related to the target sequence. The second step is to align them with the target sequence and to select those known structures that will b eused as templates. The third step is to build the model for the target sequence given its alignment with the template structures. In the fourth step, the model is evaluated using a variety of criteria. If necessary, the alignment and model building are repeated until a satisfactory model is obtained.
A major di erence b e t ween the di erent comparative modeling methods is in how the 3D model is calculated from a given alignment step 3 above. The original and still the most widely used method is modeling by rigid b o d yassembly 20 22 . The method constructs the model from a few core regions, and loops and side-chains, which are obtained from dissected related structures. This assembly involves tting the rigid bodies on the framework, which is de ned as the average of the C atoms in the conserved regions of the fold. Another family of methods, modeling by segment matching, relies on approximate positions of conserved atoms from the templates to calculate the coordinates of other atoms 23 26 . This is achieved by the use of a database of short segments of protein structure, energy or geometry rules, or some combination of these criteria. The third group of methods, modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints, uses either distance geometry 27,28 or optimization techniques 29 to satisfy spatial restraints obtained from the alignment of the target sequence with homologous templates of known structure. As this restraint-based modeling can use many di erent types of information about the target sequence, it is perhaps the most promising of all comparative modeling techniques. In addition to the methods for modeling the whole fold, numerous other techniques for predicting loops 30,31 and side-chains 32,33 on a given backbone have also been described. These methods can often b eused in combination with each other and with comparative modeling techniques. 3 Comparative protein structure modeling on a large-scale Large-scale comparative modeling is an automated application of comparative modeling to thousands of protein sequences, not only a few. Since many computer programs for performing each of the operations in comparative modeling already exist, it may seem trivial to construct a pipeline that completely automates the whole process. In fact, it is not easy to do so in a robust manner. For a g o o dreason, most of the tasks in modeling of individual proteins, including template selection, alignment, and model evaluation, are typically performed with signi cant human intervention. This allows the use of the best tool for a particular problem at hand and consideration of many different sources of information that are di cult to take into account entirely automatically. Because large-scale modeling can only b eperformed in a completely automated manner, the main challenge is to build an automated and robust pipeline that approaches the performance of a human expert as much as possible.
Recently, two applications of comparative modeling to complete genomes have been described. For the sequences encoded in the E. coli genome, models were built for 10 15 of the proteins using the SWISS-MODEL web server 34, 35 . Another such study was our own modeling of ve procaryotic and eucaryotic genomes 36 . The owchart for the modeling and some technical details are given in Figure 1 . Our calculation resulted in the models for substantial segments of 17.2, 18.1, 19.2, 20.4, and 15.7 of all proteins in the genomes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae 6218 proteins in the genome; Figure 2 , Escherichia coli 4290 proteins, Mycoplasma genitalium 468 proteins, Caenorhabditis elegans 7299 proteins, incomplete, and Methanococcus jannaschii 1735 proteins, respectively. An important feature of this study was an evaluation of all the models by a statistical potential function 37 Figure 1 . This allowed identi cation of those models that were likely to b ebased on correct templates and at least approximately correct alignments. As a result, 236 yeast proteins without any prior structural information were assigned to a particular fold family; 40 of these proteins did not have any prior functional annotation. All the alignments and models the ve genomes are available on Internet at URL http: guitar.rockefeller.edu, as is our program Modeller used for sequence structure alignment, model building, and model evaluation. The models are also accessible through the Saccharomyces Genome Database SGD URL http: genome-www.stanford.edu Saccharomyces .
We now discuss each of the steps in the pipeline individually, as applied so far by others and us, either in large-scale fold assignment or comparative modeling.
Template search and selection
Traditionally, the selection of template structures is done by programs that detect sequence similarity only, including FASTA 38 , BLAST 39 , and programs based on dynamic programming methods 40, 41 . These methods are generally rapid, automated, and useful for detection of relatively close relationships b e t ween proteins. However, in order to maximize the usefulness of the database of known protein structures, it is also necessary to detect remotely related sequence structure pairs. This is usually done with more sophisticated methods that rely on structural information or multiple sequences from the family of interest. These methods include threading and 3D pro le matching 42 44 , Hidden Markov Models 45 47 , and iterative sequence similarity searches such as PSI-BLAST 48 . Detection of remote relationships can sometimes also b eachieved by relaxing the similarity cuto s in the simple sequence comparison schemes, albeit at the cost of a higher numb e rof false positives; these may then b eeliminated by 3D model building and model evaluation 36 .
Both simple sequence similarity searches and more sophisticated methods have been used for fold assignment of protein sequences in whole genomes. Sequence similarity searches have been used to assign templates for 10 15 of the proteins in the E.coli genome 34 . We have used the program ALIGN 49 for pairwise sequence sequence alignment with local dynamic programming to nd suitable templates for up to 20 of the sequences in the genomes of S. cerevisiae, E. coli, C. elegans, M. jannaschii and M. genitalium 36 see above; Figure 1 . Fold recognition by 3D pro le matching assigned folds to 22 of the proteins encoded by the M. genitalium genome 50 . A new pro le pro le sequence alignment method was able to nd homologues of known structure for 38 of the M. genitalium proteins 8 . Similar results 9 were obtained with PSI-BLAST 48 , which also relies on multiple sequence information in nding related proteins. Even though the latter two studies were performed a year after the rst three reports, they clearly demonstrate the increased sensitivity of matching a sequence against multiple sequences, compared to the matching against a single sequence or even threading against a single structure; at most a few percentage points of the di erence are due to the increase in the numb e rof known structures Figure 3 Although fold recognition is useful for template selection and frequently for functional annotation, it is not the ultimate goal of structural genomics. If a full understanding of the function of a protein is to b eachieved, a detailed, full-atom 3D model needs to b eobtained and the whole comparative modeling procedure has to b eapplied. A model based on a remotely related template structure is more likely to b egrossly inaccurate because of the errors in the alignment and the structural di erences b e t ween the template structure and the actual structure of the target sequence 51 . For this reason, the numb e rof proteins with a reliable comparative model will always b esmaller than the numb e rof correct fold assignments.
Target-template alignment
Since no human intervention is possible in a large-scale e ort and since no existing model-building method can recover from an incorrect input alignment, it is particularly important that the automated alignment method b eas accurate and robust as possible. Simple pairwise sequence sequence alignment methods, such as dynamic programming approaches 40, 41 , can b eused. However, at least two sources of additional information can b eincorporated to improve the alignments, similarly to the methods used for template identi cation. First, when several homologous sequences are known, they can b eused to construct a family sequence pro le 8 . Second, structural information from the template structures can also b eused to guide the alignment 36 . For example, the gap penalty function in the standard sequence alignment programs can b emodi ed to favor gaps in structurally reasonable contexts A S, RS, in preparation; 52,53 Figure 1 . 3D pro le and threading methods 51 can also b eused, although it is not clear whether or not their alignments are more accurate than multiple sequence alignments 8 or alignments from Hidden Markov Models 46 .
Model building
The method of choice for calculating atomic coordinates from a target template alignment in largescale modeling must b eautomated for building the core regions, loops, and sidechains in the target sequence. It should permit the use of several templates at the same time, since this signi cantly increases the accuracy of the nal models 54 . One such method is modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints as implemented in program Modeller 29, 54 . It was used for large-scale mod-eling by Adam Godzik personal communication and us 36 . Comparative modeling is not CPU time intensive; it typically takes only a few minutes p e rmodel. However, application of specialized methods for loop and sidechain modeling can b eso time consuming that it is not yet possible to apply them on the genome scale. Another important methodological improvement, which will require increased computer p o wer and or better algorithms, involves automating the cycle of alignment, modeling, and model evaluation for a single protein sequence 54,55 . This approach can decrease the e ect of errors in the input alignment on the nal model, but is computationally intensive, requiring from several hours to several days of CPU time for a single target sequence.
Model evaluation
Model evaluation should serve two roles to facilitate the use of the models in biology: First, it needs to distinguish the models that have at least approximately correct fold reliable models from those that do not unreliable models. Second, it needs to indicate which smaller regions of a reliable model are potentially in error. Unreliable models are obtained when incorrect templates are used; in addition, they also result from mostly incorrect alignments, even when the fold assignment is correct. Incorrect templates occur more frequently when a low similarity cuto is used in the template selection, which is needed to detect the remote relationships and to minimize the numb e rof missed templates. Comparative models obtained from large-scale modeling have been assigned into the reliable or unreliable class by a procedure 36 Figure 1 that relies on the statistical potential function from ProsaII 37 . They have also been evaluated more precisely using a calibrated relationship b e t ween the model accuracy and the percentage sequence identity on which the model is based 36 .
Using comparative protein structure models
In general, mistakes in comparative modeling include sidechain packing errors, small distortions and rigid b o d yshifts in correctly aligned regions, errors in inserted regions loops, incorrect alignments, and incorrect templates 54 . The magnitude and prediction of errors in comparative models have been discussed 36, 54 . Fortunately, a 3D model does not have to b eabsolutely perfect to b e helpful in biology, as illustrated by a large numb e rof successful studies that relied on comparative modeling 7 . The type of a question that can b eaddressed with a particular model clearly depends on its accuracy. A convenient and simple predictor of model accuracy is the percentage sequence identity to the template on which the model was based. Although sequence identity is a useful predictor in many cases, the accuracy of the models based on the same degree of similarity to the templates can vary signi cantly Figure 1 in 36 . One reason is that a large change in structure can b ecaused by a small change in sequence, binding of a ligand i.e., induced t, quaternary interactions, and changes in the environment e.g., crystal packing, solvent 56,57 . This highlights the importance of using the templates whose structures were determined in the environment and with the ligands that pertain to the target model. For example, the calcium binding proteins of the calmodulin type consist of two globular domains, with a pair of EF-hand calcium binding motifs each. The two domains are connected by a exible helix. The binding of the calcium ions can induce shifts of secondary structure segments within the domains as well as large rigid b o d y movement of the two domains relative to each other 57 . In such cases, even comparative models based on very similar sequences of known structure will have large rms errors. Fortunately, such cases are relatively rare. Comparative modeling of all the known structures in the Brookhaven Protein Databank indicated that less than 5 of the models based on more than 80 sequence identity have mainchain rms errors larger than 2 A see the error bars at high sequence identity in Figure 1B in 36 .
At the low end of the accuracy spectrum, there are models that are based on less than 25 sequence identity and have sometimes less than 50 of the C atoms within 3.5 A of their correct positions. However, such models still have the correct fold and even knowing only the fold of a protein is frequently su cient to predict its approximate biochemical function. More speci cally, only nine out of 80 fold families known in 1994 contained proteins domains that were not in the same functional class, although 32 of all protein structures belonged to one of the nine superfolds 58 . Explicit 3D modeling and model evaluation provide the best way of either con rming or rejecting a remote match 36,54 . This is important because most of the related protein pairs share less than 30 sequence identity Fig. 2A .
In the middle of the accuracy spectrum are the models based on approximately 35 sequence identity, corresponding to 85 of the C atoms modeled within 3.5 A of their correct positions. Almost half of the 1071 reliably modeled proteins in the yeast genome share more than approximately 35 sequence identity with their templates Figure 2A . In such cases, it is frequently possible to predict correctly important features of the target protein that do not o c c u rin the template structure. For example, the location of a binding site can b epredicted from clusters of charged residues 59 , and the size of a ligand can b epredicted from the volume of the binding site cleft 60 .
Another use of 3D models is that some binding and active sites, which cannot possibly b efound by searching for local sequence patterns 61, 62 , frequently should b edetectable by searching for small 3D motifs that are known to bind or act on speci c ligands 63, 64 . This is a consequence of the facts i that structure is more conserved than sequence 65 , ii that 3D motifs tend to consist of residues distant in sequence, and iii that there are some 3D motifs whose residues do not follow the same order in sequence, even though they have the same arrangement in space. An example of this is the serine catalytic triad that almost certainly arose by convergent evolution in serine proteases of the trypsin and subtilisin type, and also in some lipases 63 .
In general, medium resolution models frequently allow a re nement of the functional prediction based on sequence alone because ligand binding is most directly determined by the structure of the binding site rather than its sequence. Even when the conserved binding sites are present in the templates, comparative models can still add value to the sequence-based analysis. For example, they can b eused to construct site-directed mutants with altered or destroyed binding capacity, which in turn could test hypotheses about the sequence structure function relationships. Other problems that can b eaddressed with medium resolution comparative models include designing proteins that have compact structures without long tails, loops, and exposed hydrophobic residues for better crystallization; or designing proteins with added disul de bonds for extra stability.
The high end of the accuracy spectrum corresponds to models based on 50 sequence identity or more. The average accuracy of these models approaches that of low resolution X-ray structures 3 A resolution or medium resolution nuclear magnetic resonance NMR structures 10 distance restraints p e rresidue 54 . The alignments on which these models are based generally contain almost no errors. In addition to the already listed applications, high quality models can b eused for docking of small ligands into a protein 66 or for docking of a protein to a protein 67,68 .
Large-scale comparative modeling opens new opportunities for tackling existing problems by virtue of providing many protein models from many genomes. One example is the selection of a target protein for which a drug needs to b edeveloped. A g o o dchoice is a protein that is likely to have high ligand speci city; speci city is important because speci c drugs are less likely to b e toxic. Large-scale modeling facilitates imposing the speci city lter in target selection by enabling a structural comparison of the ligand binding sites of many proteins, either human or from other organisms. Such comparisons may make it possible to select rationally a target whose binding site is structurally most di erent from the binding sites of all the other proteins that may potentially react with the same drug. For example, when a human pathogenic organism needs to b einhibited, it may b epossible to select as the target that pathogen's protein that is structurally most di erent from all the human homologues. Alternatively, when a human metabolic pathway needs to b e regulated, the target identi cation could focus on that particular protein in the pathway that has the binding site most dissimilar from its human homologues.
Future directions
It seems likely that in the immediate future the largest improvements in the accuracy and numb e rof comparative models will come from more sensitive template identi cation, more accurate alignments, more accurate loop modeling, and the growth of the structure and sequence databases. For example, large-scale comparative modeling based on multiple sequence information in template identi cation, alignment, and model building has not been implemented yet, although it is clear that this will increase both the numb e rand accuracy of the resulting models. A case in point is that the use of multiple sequences increases the rate of fold assignment for almost a factor of two to approximately 38 8,9 .
Another important factor that determines the degree of structural coverage of a genome is the size of the database of known protein structures. We simulated the impact of the database growth on the numb e rof reliable models Figure 3 . The fraction of a genome for which relatively accurate models can b ecalculated with the current modeling procedure Figure 1 has grown approximately 3 yearly over the last two years; this corresponds to a yearly increase in the numb e rof modeled proteins by approximately 20. The database of known protein structures grows increasingly faster. At the moment, the doubling rate is approximately 18 months. This progressive growth will undoubtedly continue because of the improvements in the techniques for protein cloning, expression, puri cation, crystallization and structure determination by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy.
Modeling of some proteins is an alternative to direct experimental determination by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy, even though models are less accurate than experimentally determined structures. The factors favoring modeling are that it is applicable to all proteins in a family containing at least one known structure, that it is relatively fast hours instead of months, and that it is inexpensive. Given current modeling techniques, it seems reasonable to require models based on at least 30 sequence identity, corresponding to one experimentally determined structure p e rsequence family rather than fold family. Since there are b e t ween 1,000 to 5,000 fold families and perhaps about ve times as many sequence families 69 , the experimental e ort in structural genomics has to deliver on the order of 10,000 protein domain structures. As an alternative, it has also been suggested that 100,000 protein structures need to b edetermined by experiment 5 ; this would allow calculation of models with higher accuracy than is possible with 10,000 known structures. These are large numbers, but they could b ereduced signi cantly by a relatively small improvement in the comparative modeling techniques. The reasons are i that the errors in models increase rapidly as the target template sequence identity drops below 30 and ii that most related protein pairs share less than 30 35 sequence identity Figure 2 . For example, if the current average model accuracy corresponding to 30 sequence identity is accepted as su cient, a new comparative modeling method that is capable of delivering equally accurate models based on only 25 sequence identity would decrease the numb e rof needed experimental structures by about 25. On the scale of the minimalist" structural genomics project, this corresponds to approximately 2,500 structures and justi es a signi cant investment in the development of new comparative modeling methods and in multi-processor computers for using these methods.
Conclusions
The fraction of protein sequences that can b emodeled with useful accuracy by comparative modeling is increasing rapidly. The main reasons for this improvement are the increases in the numb e r s of known folds and the structures p e rfold family 69 as well as the improvement in the fold recognition and comparative modeling techniques 16 . It has been estimated that globular protein domains cluster in only a few thousand fold families, approximately 400 of which have already been structurally de ned 69 . Assuming the current growth rate in the numb e rof known protein structures, the structure of at least one memb e rof most globular folds will b edetermined in less than ten years 69 . According to this argument, comparative modeling would b eapplicable to most of the globular protein domains before the expected completion of the human genome project. However, there are some classes of proteins, including membrane proteins, that will not b eamenable to modeling without improvements in structure determination and modeling techniques. For example, it has been predicted that 839 13.9 of the yeast proteins have at least two transmembrane helices 70 . To maximize the numb e rof proteins that can b emodeled reliably, a concerted e ort towards structural determination of the new folds by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy is in order http: genome5.bio.bnl.gov Proteome . A combination of a more complete database of known protein structures with accurate modeling techniques will e ciently increase the value of sequence information from the genome projects. 71 . Each sequence structure matching is run with the default gap penalty parameters rst. A match is considered signi cant or insigni cant if the alignment score is more than 22 or less than 19 nats, respectively, where the nat is a unit for measuring signi cance of a match 49 . All the pairs with intermediate matches with scores b e t ween 19 and 22 nats are realigned using 600 combinations of the gap penalty parameters. The match is nally considered signi cant if the best of the 600 alignments has a score of at least 22 nats. The PDB chain from a signi cant match is used as the template structure for the corresponding region of the sequence. To obtain the target template alignment for comparative modeling, the matching parts of the template structure and the protein sequence are re-aligned by the use of the Align2d command RS and A S, in preparation of the Modeller program 16, 29, 54 . This command implements a global dynamic programming method for comparison of two sequences, but also relies on the observation that evolution tends to place residue insertions and deletions in the regions that are solvent exposed, curved, outside secondary structure segments, and b e t ween two C positions close in space. Gaps in these structurally reasonable positions are favored by a variable gap penalty function that is calculated from the template structure alone. As a result, the alignment errors are reduced by approximately one third relative to the standard sequence alignment techniques. The re ned sequence structure alignment is used by Modeller to construct a 3D model of the matched protein sequence region, containing all mainchain and sidechain non-hydrogen atoms. Model building begins by extracting distance and dihedral angle restraints on the target sequence from its alignment with the template structure. These templatederived restraints are combined with most of the Charmm energy terms 72 to obtain a full objective function. Finally, this function is optimized to construct a model that satis es all the spatial restraints as well as possible. The overall accuracy of the resulting model is predicted by a procedure that relies on a Z-score from the program ProsaII 37 . The ProsaII Z-score approximates the di erence in free energy of an evaluated model and the mean free energy of the same sequence threaded through unrelated folds, expressed in units of standard deviation. The free energies are calculated with statistical potentials of mean force for single residues and pairs of residues 37 . Using many models of proteins with known structure, the distributions of the ProsaII Z-score were obtained for g o o dmodels, which have more than 30 of their C atoms within 3.5 A of their actual positions, and for bad models. These distributions are used with the Bayesian theorem to calculate the probability that a given model with a certain Z-score is either g o o dor bad. Once a model is predicted to b eg o o d ,its overall accuracy is evaluated more precisely based on an empirical relationship b e t ween the fraction of the correctly modeled C atoms and the percentage sequence identity to the template 36 . The modeling owchart in this Figure can result in duplicate and overlapping models of some sequence regions. The owchart has been implemented in a UNIX Perl script that calls the appropriate programs for the individual tasks. Program Clustor is used to distribute e ciently smaller jobs on many workstations, without having to adapt the individual programs for parallel execution URL http: www.activetools.com. 
